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Edit Plan Item

Template: College Goal

College Goal Number and Title *

Assign a number, consecutively, to your goal. Additionally, label this goal with the general theme or category for quick reference. For example, if this goal is the first in the list, and it focuses on closing the equity gap between first generation and non-first gen students, the example might be: "1. Student Success - First Gen."

New College Goal Item

College Goal Statement

Please enter a single S.M.A.R.T. goal. These goals are guided by your mission statement, and state what the college needs to accomplish in the next year, to fulfill its mission statement. The goal statement must specifically state what will be accomplished, how you will measure this accomplishment, be relevant to the college's mission, and achievable within the 1-year timeframe. Common goal types include: increasing, reducing, making, improving, engaging, transforming, cultivating, or saving something.

Action Plan

Please list specific actions the college will take in the next year to achieve this goal.

Achievement Indicators/Metrics

Please describe how this goal will be measured.

Start of Report Year *

03/01/2021

End of Report Year *

07/01/2022

Progress

Providing Department *